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Presentation Notes
Just like to thank Tim for the opportunity to talk and show this research to everyone here. I’m going to present work from my doctoral thesis. I was interested in trying to map and measure the amount of inelastic distributed deformation along surface ruptures using optical images. This is a collaborative effort between a lot of people. 



Challenges measuring near-field deformation

    

?

?

Fialko (2004)

Ben-Zion & Sammis (2003) 

Aim: Produce near-field data to better understand…
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1. So following earthquakes one method to measure surface motion is using InSAR. However, a major issue is that due to high phase gradients typically decorrelates close to the surface rupture problematically leaving us with a lack of data can 1-2 km in width. 2. And so the other main approach to measure surface rupture are geologic field surveys. These are typically well suited to measuring onf-fault discrete component of slip. But are limited in that it is difficult to measure diffuse OFD , as we don’t have the luxury of offset features that span the entire width of the fault zone. 3. So the aim here is to generate data that can give us a better constraint of near-field deformation pattern along surface ruptures in order to to improve our understanding of what is the mag of OFD along an earthquake rupture, how does OFD and width vary along the length of the rupture, and slip varies with depth. So in this talk we want to produce near-field data that can hopefully give us a better of deformation occurring within complex fault zones. So we want to understand what is the amount on –fault deformation compared to off-fault, how wide is the fault zone. And how can near-field data proive better insight into how slip varies with depth. And how can near-field obserations help constrain or better inform us of shallow slip?Hampering/ Limiting this understanding is that we have limited measurements of the near-field deformation pattern. So its been difficult to address these questions. So these methods have been limitations in our understanding of how strain is distributed along a fault, across the fault damage zone and possibly with depth. 1. What is amount of defo occurring on and off-the fault 2. what is mag of OFD, what is width of fault damage zone. 3. what



1999 Mw 7.1 Hector Mine 

Treiman et al [2001]

1992 Mw 7.3 Landers

Structurally immature: 3-5 km 
cumulative displacement.
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1. Here I’ll be looking at the Landers and HM earthquakes. 2.  These are both structurally immature faults 3. The landers was a complex ruptue initiate in the south and prop unilatlerly to the NW across 5 distinct fault segments and 2 dilational stepovers. 4. With HM being a simpler rupture initaing in the NW and propagating bi-laterally. In this study we look at the Landers and HM earthquakes, which both occurred Both structurally immature events



Correlation method
East-west North-south

Only sensitive to 
horizontal motion

1/10 pixel size = limit of detectable 
motion 10 cm of surface motion

Mw 7.8 Kaikoura, NZ
• Sentinel 2, 10 m resolution
• (~10 m offset)
• Kekerengu fault, NE of Clarence river. 

Before and After Images
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So to acquire measurements of surface motion in the ear-field we optical image correlation. The way in which we once we’ve orthorectified the images, correcting for topo and viewing geometry we use a pixel tracking software that allows us to quantify the surface motion. So we use CC the way it works is that it takes a sliding window that’s attempts to match the spectral content between a before and after, deformed image. 



• 8 x 8 km footprint
• 1 m spatial 

resolution

Landers Hector Mine

• National Aerial 
Photography 
Program, NAPP 
USGS
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Using air photos1 m res. As we’re using data of same resolution and precision and subject to same biases importantly we’re resolving these two ruptures to the same scale. 



Landers Hector Mine

Milliner et al. (2016)
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1. These are the corr results, blue north, green south, can see its dextral, showing that we can contrain the full near-field defo pattern2. Importantly from these correlation mpas when measuring disp along rupture we can incoprrate on and OFD defo that is difficult to bserve in the field.Picking the displacement using linear regressions is subjective Can see here we capture the complete near-field defo pattern of both eqsThis is the result that captures the complete near-field defomraiton patternFrom this we measure displacement along surface rupture using 1-2 km long stacked profilesSo we can include OFD defo, typically missed in the fiel.d in our measurement of displacement. 



Norm of strain

300 m

300 m

Shear strain
Dilation

-0.085 0.010 0.029

Shear strain

-0.005 0.035

300 m
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So from the correlation maps we can compute strain fields, to really illustrate this/ help illustrate the diffuse nature of deformation along these surface ruptures. We can see zones of diffuse deformation, in areas where the main-strand bends and see shear strain decreases where the fault become more complex, which is what you intuitively expect.So this is quite nice as it illustrates these are the areas that are difficult to measure in the field. Here are some examples where the strain maps can reveal the complex kinematics of deformation and it becomes diffuse where the fault bends, or steps over. Allows us to look at shear strain, dilation, areas of compression and extensinon. So this is a trans-tensional stepover, extension shown by white ( 2D strain tensor), and compression where fault steps to the left. 



N = 1060
Mean =154 m 
Median = 96 m 
Max = 1160 m 

Fault Zone Width
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2. This is showing the width of a shear zone, So with our technique we’re simply tracking shifts in features between the images. So we’re not subject/sensitive to a particular mode of kind/ of deformation mechanism e.g., warping, folding, secondary smaller microfractures, etc… 2. So we have a consistent measurement of a shear zone every 138 m along the rupture, which is usually difficult to constrain in the field. 3. We can see the FZW widen in areas of structural complexities, branching of the fault, where it bends. 



n = 443
Mean = 121 m  
Median = 84 m
Max = 876 m

n = 1060
Mean = 156 m 
Median = 96 m 
Max = 1160 m 



Fault Displacement

15 km

n = 1057
Mean = 3.40 + 0.7 m 
Max =  5.57 m 

n= 461
Mean  = 3.15 m
Max = 5.51 m
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Gordon1. Here is the result of the total displacement measured from those same profiles every 138 m along the surface rupture, 2. These measurements of displacement capture not just the on-fault component but the entire deformation accommodated across wide fault zones, that are difficult to measure in the field. 3. These maps of fault displacement, reveal the complex kinematics, how slip varies along the rupture and how slip is partitioned between different parallel structures. 



Estimating off-fault deformation

1-2 km in length 
Are there systematic differences?

COSI-Corr displacement Field displacement 
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So we’ve measured the width of deformaoit, now we want to get an estimate of the magnitude of OFD. We want to see whether there are systematic differences of our measurements with those from field sruveys, The idea/concept here is that our measurement capture the total deformation accommodated along the fault rupture, while field captures the discrete component of slip, and thus differencing these two should give a proxy or estimate for magni of OFD. Note we can’t reallyg et a direct estimate of what is ‘on’ and ‘off’ fault in our profiles, as due to the window and resolution we smooth over that. You could come up with some kind of arbitrary criteria like between the largest curvature, but that’s perhaps not physical. We want to use the field surveys becase that’s what you woul dmeasure it he field and we also want to see how good a job are we doing when we measure displacement in the field. 



     
 

Distributed deformation

n = 280 n = 220
Chen et al. (2015) 
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So these are the measuremeents here from co-locating each of these. Can see they fall above this 1:1 line indicating a discrepancy between these two data, that the majority of our measurements are larger. We attribute this to OFD occurring along the rupture, not incorporated in field measurements. Go thru figure. TLS regression shows on average its 48% and 37%, but there is huge variation. Some of this is undoubelty duet to noise, but we think there are spatial correlation here that can be attributed to physical features of the rupture , such as near-surface materials and fault structure. So average all these we get OFD value of __ and __, which is significant, but is generally expected given their structurally immaturity, and similar to mag of OFD seen for other earthquakes such as Balochistan, Darfield and ___?Only have 1:1 line w.out ellipses, then put on 1.38 line w/ ellipses . This is what you intuitively expect. Everywhere we have a CC measurement we difference it form field measurement  make this clearPut in OFD = CC – field measurement. Push the metho aspectWe find with this technique we can measure full deformation, and larger than field. See we can track in great detailI’ve got 450 measurments of OFD, We find corr with structural compleixites/ fualt structute and near-surfaec material type which I don’t have to get into in this talk.  put extra slides. 



Mean = 39 ±
22% 

Mean = 46 ±
10% 

Estimates consistent
with prior work:
• 47% Harper Lake fault 

Shelef & Oskin (2009).
• 40% Izmit (Rockwell et al.

2002).
• 40% Treiman et al. (2002)



Does the magnitude and width of distributed strain 
systematically vary according to some physical property? 

Come up with robust empirical 
scaling relations, that relate 
width of OFD with x, y or z?

Estimate expected OFD along a 
rupture has use for 
microzonation and perhaps 
steps towards correcting 
geologic slip rates. 
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So looking at this variability of OFD along the rupture we wanted to investigate whether it systematically varied according to say near surface materials,  or some other physical property of the rupture.2. Here is a clear example of the effect of near-surface material on width of ielastic deformation. Can see it suddenly increases in width once rupture rpop through loose alluvial sandy sediment and localizes again in older more consolidated Pleistocen gravely sands. 2. We were interested in this because we would like to come up with some empirical relation that constrains how the width and magn of OFD may vary with ___. We’re thinking this could be useful for would be could have use in microzonation but also steps towards correcting geologic slip rates which may miss this distributed strain and underestimate the longterm rate of strain release. 



Near-surface materials

• Sediment thickness
• Fault dip
• Stress state
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So here are our results, where we divided the magn of OFD into types of materials. For Hector Mine we see ___For Landers we see something more complicated._____. We think this is due to complex rupture linkage…So we wanted to also test the effect of macroscopic fault zone structural complexity. So if you were situated in a trans-tensionl stepover, would you experience more OFD compared to strucrually simpler part of the rupture. We found ____. This is useful as you map a fault system before hand and plug in the fractal D values to get an estimate on the width of deformation. However, there is much work to do. Can see OFD doesn’t vary simply and in a systematic manner, which I think is expected. Other factors we couldn’t consider in this study for future work such as looking at the effect of fault dip, sediment thickness would be useful. Given we’re dealing with inelastic strain, that is non-linear past the yield strength. So hopefully more studies of different ruptures will add the necessary data to try and get a clearer constraint on what controls mag and width of OFD along a rupture.  



How do optical results stack up to previous measurements?

Landers
Hector Mine

Landers
Hector Mine

Balochistan

Balochistan

For hazard should we separate 
mature from immature faults? 
Degree of maturity closer to a 
continuum…
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1. Intro slide: Wanted to underestand the implications underestimating displacement in empirical scaling relations that use such data.2. Explain what’s going on: These are various earthquake MEASURED BY FIELD SURVEYS! 3. Our results suggest we should expect larger displacement due to OFD being unaccounted for. Especially for immature fault systems that typically have more OFD, consistent with the idea that immature, intra plate faults have higher stress drops. 4. This difference is quite significant, where our Dmean values fall outside of the 95% prediction bands, meaning if you saw this offsets along a fault and plug these into the relations, you’d likely overestimate the expected rupture length and magnitude. There is scatter here, however, our measurements compared to those from original field surveys I’ve presented here, and used in these regression as significantly different from the rest of the data, can see they lie outside the 95% CI.  4. The effect  overestimate rupture length and Mw. So with an observe offset you plug this into the scaling relation, you’ll over-estimste the rupture length that you believe caused that offset. Indicating these measurements likely bias these scaling relations. 5. Shows the data that has been used to constrain these relations are not properly incorporating OFD. 6.  So for the SAF, this may not be a significant worry as it’s a mature fault, likely has little OFD and thus even a geomorphic offset feature, measured close to the fault may be reliable. However, as we saw with the FZW measurements, there can be great variabliy tin OFD along a fault system, and there are likely areas of persistent complex deformation even along a complex rupture such as the SAF. 4. Although, we’ll be overestimating the Mw, rather than underestimating, this has implic. for designing structures + paleoseimogloy. D-Mw - expontential relation, not power law. Point: (30 seconds) So stress drop should be larger? [Not compared to that at depth, actually this is more consistent with that at depth]Could talk about SSD stuff. So if we look at seismo data relations, do we see this range/diversity of disp -> yes Manighetti (20__), Scholz 198_?Don’t see it in current surface scaling relations. 



Conclusions

OFD
Landers: 46 ± 10%
Hector Mine: 39 ± 10 % 
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With optical pixel tracking method using historical air photos we managed to image the surface deformation field close to the rupture, typically difficult to measure in the field or with InSAR. Can measure total shear across wide faults that’s previously been difficult to constrain with previous techniques.We found a significant difference with field results. Indicating the presence of OFD. From out study we could also measure the width of a shear zone fully along the surface rupture, finding on average FZW of 154 m on average for Landers.We found current empirical scaling relations specifically Dmean vs SRL and Mw, are likely not reflective of surface deformation, and are perhaps biased by such data leading to overestimates of Mw and SRL, particularly along immature fault systems.Finally, we with improved near-field data shown here tht the deficit of slip is not as large as previously thought. Meaning the majority of surface deformation we observe occurs coseismically, with minor amounts of slip via postseismic afterslip or interseismic creep to accout for full slip over geologic time. 



The shallow slip deficit

Fialko et al. (2005)

Fialko (2004)

How could these new, near-
field constraints alter 
estimates of slip at depth?
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[2 mins]Now we have data that can completely resolve the near-field efotmatoin pattern, typically difficult to do in the past. We wanted to understand how these better constraints may change estimates of slip at depth. Specifically, assess how robust the shallow slip deficit is. 



Xu et al. (2016)

Shallow slip deficit ? Not really
InSAR + AZO GPSOptical

Slip model

Implications for:
• Dynamic rupture simulations 
• Generating synthetic strong 

ground motions

Fialko et al. (2005) Xu et al. (2016)

Landers: 46%18%
Hector Mine: 17%3%
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So some of the uses of these data, is that we have been interested in seeing how these near-field data affect finite fault inversionsThis is collab work with a  group at Scripps we’ve oud doing  a joint inversion of Insar GPS AZO, that a sig component of SSD can be eradicated. For L + HM we see signiciant differences in the new slip solution. 



Treiman et al. (2002)



Immature faults may have up to 50% co-seismic deformation occurring OFF-FAULT

Hollingsworth et al. (in prep)

Total Geologic Offset (km)
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[15 mins]SO the overall values of OFD for Landers and HM are __ and ___, which are consistent with a sister study shown here. What this is: This is a plot showing __ vs __ for different earthquakes rupture. Where est. of OFD or OnFD is exactly the same as I’ve shown here for different earthquakes, but using satellite imagery which is of coarser resolution. What he finds when plotting the amount of On-fault deformation, (so again he’s compared field vs CC data), as a function of cum disp (proxy for structural maturity). More mature faults have higher degree of strain localization, less OFD. Our results are consistent with his, which is nice. SO this support the idea that fault systems as they accumulate slip over geologic time, mature, become more efficient with less OFD, and at the macroscopic scale in both space and time localize strain over time. So as a discussion point, this as interesting implications, perhaps more mature earthquakes with less OFD, smoother ruptures have faster velocities, this was observed for Iz, Kx, Dn. Interesting hypothesis to test for future events. Large error here, data compiled with satellite images which are of coarser resolution. Measurement of future earthquakes with higher res data may clarify this potential relation.  if someone asks….







Conclusions

Xu et al. (2016)

OFD
Landers: 46 ± 10%
Hector Mine: 39 ± 10 % 
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With optical pixel tracking method using historical air photos we managed to image the surface deformation field close to the rupture, typically difficult to measure in the field or with InSAR. Can measure total shear across wide faults that’s previously been difficult to constrain with previous techniques.We found a significant difference with field results. Indicating the presence of OFD. From out study we could also measure the width of a shear zone fully along the surface rupture, finding on average FZW of 154 m on average for Landers.We found current empirical scaling relations specifically Dmean vs SRL and Mw, are likely not reflective of surface deformation, and are perhaps biased by such data leading to overestimates of Mw and SRL, particularly along immature fault systems.Finally, we with improved near-field data shown here tht the deficit of slip is not as large as previously thought. Meaning the majority of surface deformation we observe occurs coseismically, with minor amounts of slip via postseismic afterslip or interseismic creep to accout for full slip over geologic time. 
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